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Introduction

There is an increasing demand for integrating business services provided by different
service vendors to achieve collaborative work in a distributed environment. With the
adoption of Web Services and Grid Services (Foster, 2001), many of these collaborative
activities are long-running processes based on loosely-coupled, multi-platform, servicebased architectures (Tan, 2003). These distributed processes pose new challenges for
execution environments, especially for the semantic correctness of concurrent process
execution. The concept of serializability, as traditionally used in distributed database
transactions (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999), is too strong of a correctness criterion for
concurrent distributed processes since individual service invocations are autonomous and
commit before the process completes. As a result, process execution does not ensure
isolation of the data items accessed by individual services of the process, allowing dirty
reads and dirty writes to occur. User-defined correctness of a process can be specified as
in related work with advanced transaction models (de By, Klas, and Veijalainen, 1998;
Elmagarmid, 1992) and transactional workflows (Worah and Sheth, 1997), using
concepts such as compensation to semantically undo a process. But even when one
process determines that it needs to execute compensating procedures, the effect of the
compensation on concurrently executing processes is difficult to determine since there is
no knowledge of data dependencies among concurrently executing processes. Data
dependencies are needed to determine how the data changes caused by the recovery of
one process can possibly affect other processes that have read or written data modified by
the failed process.
This paper presents our results with monitoring data dependencies among
concurrently executing, distributed processes that execute over Grid Services. The
research has been conducted in the context of the DeltaGrid project, focusing on the
development of a semantically-robust execution environment for the composition of Grid
Services (Xiao, 2006). Delta-Enabled Grid Services (DEGS) (Blake, 2005) are a
foundational aspect of the DeltaGrid environment, extending Grid Services with the
capability of recording incremental data changes, known as deltas. The design of a DEGS
is based on the concept of object deltas (Sundermier et al. 1997) and delta abstractions
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(Ben Abdellatif 1999; Urban et al., 2003), which were originally introduced to capture
the incremental data changes made to the properties of objects in an object-oriented
database. The deltas generated by DEGS are sent to a DeltaGrid Event Processor and
then forwarded to a Process History Capture System that organizes deltas from
distributed sources into a global, time-sequenced schedule of data changes. Deltas are
then used to analyze data dependencies among concurrently executing processes to
determine how the failure and recovery of one process can potentially affect other datadependent processes. Under certain semantic conditions, deltas can also be used to undo
the effect of a service execution.
As part of the DeltaGrid project, we have defined a service composition model that
includes the specification of compensating and contingent procedures (Xiao, Urban, and
Liao, 2006), a process history capture system for capturing the execution context of Web
and Grid services (Xiao, Urban, and Dietrich, 2006), and rule-based techniques to
support the recovery of a failed process and the analysis of the impact of the recovery
process on other, concurrently executing processes (Xiao and Urban, 2007). The results
presented in this paper are an extended version of the process history capture system
presented in (Xiao, Urban, and Dietrich, 2006), with a specific focus on 1) presenting the
design and construction of Delta-Enabled Grid Services, 2) illustrating the manner in
which deltas generated by DEGS are combined to establish a distributed logging
mechanism for concurrently executing processes, and 3) reporting the performance
results for the global history construction and retrieval process.
Our research illustrates the way in which object deltas and delta abstractions have
been incorporated into the concept of Delta-Enabled Grid Services, providing a
conceptual view of the incremental data changes that are associated with a service
execution (Blake, 2005). In addition, we have evaluated two different methods for
capturing deltas in a relational database. One approach is based on the use of Oracle
Streams (Oracle, 2005), which is an Oracle feature that monitors database redo logs for
changes and publishes these changes to a queue to be used for replication or data sharing.
The other capture method demonstrates the use of triggers to generate deltas. We then
present the design of the process history capture system, with an illustration of how
streaming deltas are organized into a time-sequenced, global schedule of data changes.
The unique aspect of the process history capture system is that it provides a basis for
analyzing the effects that the process failure and recovery techniques of one process may
have on other concurrently executing processes. Our results include a performance
analysis of the global history construction process and of the retrieval of the merged delta
values to support read and write dependency analysis within the failure recovery system
of the DeltaGrid environment. Related details on the DeltaGrid service composition
model, the theoretical aspects of read and write dependency analysis, and algorithms for
the recovery of concurrent processes can be found in (Xiao, 2006; Xiao, Urban, and
Liao, 2006; Xiao, Urban, and Dietrich, 2006; Xiao and Urban, 2007).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background
on deltas as well as our past work with object deltas and delta abstractions. These
concepts are then used to motivate the need for monitoring deltas in a service
composition environment. Implementation alternatives for Delta-Enabled Grid Services
are then described in Section 3, followed by a discussion of the delta storage and retrieval
features of the Process History Capture System in Section 4. Section 5 presents
performance evaluation results for construction and access of the global delta object
schedule, the global delta object repository, and the process execution context
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information. The paper concludes with a summary and discussion of future research in
Section 6.

2

Motivation for Monitoring Deltas in Distributed Process Execution

This section provides motivation for our research with monitoring the incremental data
changes that occur during Grid Service execution. The first subsection describes related
work on deltas as well as the concept of object deltas and delta abstractions. The second
subsection then uses these concepts to illustrate the data dependency problems that
concurrent process execution can cause and how object deltas and delta abstractions can
be used to address these issues in a service composition environment.

2.1 Deltas, Object Deltas and Delta Abstractions
A delta is an incremental change to a data item. Deltas have traditionally been applied to
the enforcement of database integrity constraints (Ozsu and Valduriez, 1999), and more
recently, to the maintenance of materialized views (Lee, Son, and Kim, 2001). Deltas
have also been widely used in the context of active databases, which support EventCondition-Action (ECA) rules (Paton and Diaz, 1999). Active relational database
systems that use deltas include Starburst (Widom, 1996), Ariel (Hanson, 1996), and
Heraclitus (Ghandeharizadeh, Hull, and Jacobs, 1996). The Starburst Rule System uses
delta relations to determine when to fire rules, and also provides access to the delta
relations for use within rules. Ariel is an active database system that uses deltas for the
efficient testing of rule conditions. The Heraclitus project extends C with additional
operators to support the creation, manipulation, and evaluation of deltas. Deltas have also
been used in object-oriented systems, such as H20 (Boucelma et al., 1995). The H20
project allows the direct manipulation of database state and deltas between states in the
same way as Heraclitus. Other recent work on incremental data changes has taken place
in the context of semi-structured, XML, and Web data (Chawathe, Abiteboul, and
Widom, 1998; Marian et al., 2001, Papakonstantinou, Garcia-Molina and Widom, 1995)
to monitor changes in XML documents. Deltas are also a widely used concept in areas
such as mobile and sensor networks (Goldin et al., 2003; Pereira, 2003).
In our own past research with the Active Deductive Object-Oriented Database
(ADOOD) project (Urban et al., 1997), object deltas are introduced to capture the
incremental changes that are made to the properties of objects in an object-oriented
database (Sundermier et al., 1997). These evolving states of database objects are used to
support condition monitoring of condition-action rules (Sundermier, 1999), as well as
run-time analysis and debugging of active database rules (Ben Abdellatif, 1999). In the
ADOOD Project, every database object establishes a relationship with a delta object to
record the changes made on the object. The changes are stored at the object property
granularity level, with support to both single-valued and set-valued properties. Each
changed value of a delta object has a DataChange object referencing the transaction that
caused the change to occur. This approach efficiently stores the incremental changes to
database objects, instead of storing a new copy of the entire object.
Based on the concept of object deltas, delta abstractions were defined in (Ben
Abdellatif, 1999) to establish a run-time, interactive analysis and debugging tool for
active rules. A delta abstraction provides a view of the object deltas associated with an
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ADOOD language component, such as an active rule, an update method, or a transaction
(Urban et al., 2003). Thus the changes made by the specific instance of a language
component can be used to observe the dynamic execution of active rules, to rollback rule
execution in the context of different language components, to modify rule execution
sequences, and to compare the results of different rule execution orders.

2.2 Use of Deltas in a Service Composition Environment
Our research extends the concept of object deltas and delta abstractions for use in a
service composition environment. With respect to service composition, we define two
basic execution entities: an operation and a process. An operation refers to a Grid service
invocation. A process contains multiple operation executions, forming a workflow over
distributed Grid services. A delta refers to an incremental change that is made to a
property of an object that is modified during an operation execution. Each operation
invocation might generate multiple deltas on different objects. Thus a delta abstraction
can be formed at the operation level, representing all of the data changes that are
introduced by the operation execution. A delta abstraction can also be formed at the
process level, representing all of the data changes in the scope of a process, which may
include the data changes of several operation executions.
Figure 1 compares object deltas used in the original research in (Ben Abdellatif, 1999)
and in the context of our research on Grid service composition. The original research on
delta abstractions enforces serializability as the correctness criterion for concurrent
transactions using two-phase locking. This means that there is no interleaving of object
deltas in the delta abstractions associated with concurrent transaction execution. As
shown in Figure 1 (a), if transactions t1 and t2 have multiple modifications on objects X
and Y, all the modifications are serialized as t1< t2 (or t1> t2). Both complete and partial
rollback of a transaction is supported.
However, in Grid service composition, processes cannot enforce serializability as a
correctness criterion since a process is not an ACID transaction. Processes are long
running execution entities and do not lock data during the entire execution period because
of the autonomy of individual Grid Services. Due to this relaxed isolation condition,
multiple processes might have interleaved access to the same data object. As shown in
Figure 1 (b), two concurrent processes p1 and p2 modify shared objects X and Y. P1 has
two operations op11 and op12, and p2 has two operations op21 and op22. Object deltas
associated with op21 are created before those object deltas associated with op12. Thus we
observe the interleaved object deltas from concurrent process execution.
When serializability cannot be used to ensure the correctness of concurrent process
execution, a compensating procedure can be used to semantically undo the effect of the
operation. Research projects in the transactional workflow area have adopted
compensation as a backward recovery technique (Elder and Liebhart, 1995; Kamath and
Ramaritham, 1998; Wachter and Reuter, 1998; Worak, 1997) and explored the handling
of data dependencies among workflows (Kamath and Ramaritham, 1998; Wachter and
Reuter, 1998). But the use of data dependencies in past work depends on static
specifications of how a data item in one workflow is equivalent to a data item in another
workflow. WS-Transactions (2002) supports processes composed of Web Services as
either Atomic Transactions with ACID properties or Business Activities with
compensation capabilities. Web Service Composition Action (WSCA) (Tartanoglu, 2003)
supports contingency as a forward recovery mechanism of a composite service. There is,
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however, no satisfactory solution to dynamically track process dependencies in Web
Services or to consider the effect of compensation on other concurrently executing
processes that are accessing the same data.
Our research provides a logging mechanism for distributed process execution based
on which process dependencies are analyzed to support the evaluation of failure recovery
impact. In particular, we use object deltas generated from service executions to analyze
data write dependencies among concurrently executing processes to determine if the
compensation of one process affects another active process. Process write dependency
exists if a process writes objects that have been modified by another process. Figure 2
gives an example of the existence of write dependency among three concurrently
executing active processes p1, p2 and p3. In Figure 2, op21 from process p2 writes object X
and generates an object delta x2 after op11 writes X, thus p2 is write dependent on p1 with
respect to object X. If p1 fails and the compensation of p1 modifies the value of object X,
p2 might be affected since p2 observed and used a value of object X created by p1.
Meanwhile p1 is also write dependent on p2 with respect to object X, since op12 and op13
write object X after op21 writes X. Thus if compensation of p2 changes the value of X, p1
can be affected. Similarly, p2 is write dependent on p3 with respect to object Y. As a result,
p2 could be affected by p3’s compensation if p3’s compensation modifies the value of
object Y.
Object deltas are therefore used in this research to provide a way of dynamically
analyzing data write dependencies in a Grid service enironment. The analysis of process
read dependencies is also important. Process read dependency exists if a process reads
objects that have been modified by another process. Read dependency, however, is not
captured by object deltas, but can, instead, be analyzed through the process execution
context as part of process execution history. The process history capture system presented
in Section 4 records process execution context and provides interfaces to derive potential
read dependency among processes.
To support the use of object deltas in data write dependency analysis, it is first
necessary to capture the data changes associated with Grid Service invocation. The
following section elaborates in the concept of Delta-Enabled Grid Services for capturing
such changes.

3

Delta-Enabled Grid Services

Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of a DEGS. A client first invokes an operation on a
DEGS. As a result of Grid Service execution, deltas are returned to the Delta Event
Processor, to which clients can register to receive delta event notifications. Deltas
captured over the source database are stored in a delta repository. The repository can be
stored either in the same database over which delta capture is enabled, or in a separate
database. The repository is logically modeled in Figure 3 as a separate database.
A DEGS extends the database access API provided by the Open Grid Services
Architecture Data Access and Integration interface (OGSA-DAI) (Foster, 2001; IBM,
2005) to provide a consistent interface for database interaction and delta capture. An
activity is an operation that OGSA-DAI is instructed to perform. Multiple activities can
be chained together to create more complex operations. OGSA-DAI provides activities
for the manipulation of relational resources, such as the execution of query and update
statements. The advantage of accessing the database through a Grid Service activity is
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that additional functionality can be added that is specific to different application domains.
For example, in the Process History Capture System described in the next section, there is
a need to relate the source database transaction identifier to the global process identifier
of the process that invoked the Grid Service operation associated with the database
transaction. This additional functionality is accomplished by modifying the default
SQLUpdate activity to define a DeltaSQLUpdate activity, which is invoked by the DEGS to
carry out the database interaction.
When the delta capture system propagates a new delta into the delta repository, the
delta capture system notifies the DEGS. The DEGS then retrieves the newly created
deltas from the delta repository, creates a logical view of these deltas in an XML format,
and forwards them to the client in a push mode. The DEGS also provides an interface for
accessing deltas in a pull mode so that client applications can query the contents of the
delta repository at any time.

3.1 Object View of Delta-Enabled Grid Services
A DEGS supports a conceptual view of relational deltas. Deltas in their relational form
are mapped to a DeltaObject structure by the DEGS at runtime. Figure 4 illustrates the
object delta model as used in the runtime layer of a DEGS. The persistence layer of
Figure 4 corresponds to the relational delta capture and storage subsystem. The runtime
layer provides a conceptual view of the DeltaObjects that are created by Delta-Enabled
Grid Services at runtime. The DEGS exposes metadata to the DeltaGrid system, modeled
here in the Metadata layer. Finally, the DeltaGrid system consumes these deltas to
maintain a process execution history.
To establish a mapping from the relational delta repository to the DeltaObject
construct, an instance of a DeltaObject class is associated with a particular row in a
database table. The database table represents a class in the conceptual model, whereas an
individual row reflects an instance of that class. A DeltaProperty in this model is
associated with a particular column of the source table, while a DeltaValue is the actual
data value of the column in the particular row that is modified. A DataChange relates the
processId, operationId, and timestamp associated with the DeltaValue, thus establishing a
relationship between the global process identifier and the internal database operation
identifier. DEGS has adopted an XML representation to communicate deltas via the
external push and pull interfaces.
To communicate deltas to the Delta Event Processor, a DEGS must itself be aware of
the presence of new deltas in the delta repository. The DEGS is notified directly from the
database when the delta capture system generates a new delta. This is done by invoking a
newDeltas method on the DEGS, which retrieves the newly created deltas from the
database and constructs the DeltaObject mapping. With Oracle 10g, Java stored procedures
can be implemented within the delta repository. These Java stored procedures make a
call to the DEGS, notifying it when new deltas have been generated in the database.
Once the DeltaObjects have been built, the DEGS invokes a consumeDeltas operation
on the Delta Event Processor. This operation accepts the XML representation of the
deltas as a String. The event service then forwards the deltas to the clients that have
registered to receive notifications about database changes (Blake, 2005).
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3.2 Delta Capture in DEGS
One approach that we investigated to the capture of delta values from Grid data sources
involved the use of Oracle Streams. Oracle Streams is a feature that monitors database
redo logs for changes and publishes these changes to a queue to be used for replication or
data sharing. Items can be propagated to multiple queues and custom procedures can be
installed for dequeueing events. Streams can propagate events to other Oracle databases
or to non-Oracle databases. Events can also remain on the queue for explicit dequeue by
an external application.
Streams monitors the database redo logs and captures changes according to rules
defined by the user. Oracle stages changes onto a Streams Queue in the form of a
Logical Change Record (LCR) (Oracle, 2005). An LCR contains data such as the type
of transaction that produced the change and the old and new values of the row affected by
the change. Streams can be instructed to capture extra attributes such as the Oracle
ROWID, the transaction identifier, and the username of the user that generated the LCR.
An LCR can be consumed explicitly by a user-defined procedure that accesses the queue
directly and applies a custom transformation to the data. Apply rules can also be defined
in PL/SQL to implicitly dequeue LCRs and apply the appropriate transformation. Oracle
manages the execution of apply rules such that they are automatically fired when relevant
items appear on the queue.
Another approach that we investigated for delta capture involved the use of database
triggers in Oracle. Most relational database management systems now provide triggers as
a mechanism to react to changes in a database. In the trigger version of the delta capture
system, triggers are defined on each table over which delta capture is to be enabled. The
modified values are accessible from row triggers via the Oracle :old and :new relations.
As such, all required information to populate the delta relations is available, with one
trigger declared for each type of operation on a row (insert, update, or delete).

3.3 Comparison of Delta Capture Techniques
The results of the implementation of the Streams delta capture indicate that it is beneficial
to propagate Streams events to queues located in a database that is different from the
source database. The Streams capture process imposes low overhead as it enqueues items
as LCRs on the Streams queue. The apply process incurs more overhead in the process of
dequeueing LCRs and propagating data to the tables in the delta repository. Therefore, an
apply rule can be defined to replicate the queue to the delta repository database, and the
apply process will dequeue from that database, which minimizes the impact on the source
database. The results of the implementation of the triggers delta capture indicate that the
update time is effectively twice that of no delta capture, since a trigger fires for each
updated row, including the time for the original update operation as well as the time for
storing the delta in the delta repository.
With respect to the semantics of the delta capture process, the two delta capture
techniques behave quite differently. Triggers are a much simpler and well-understood
technology upon which to base a mechanism such as delta capture. Triggers also provide
clear semantics, as they execute as part of the transaction under which they are fired. A
trigger guarantees no latency, as the trigger must have its execution completed before the
transaction can commit. In the case of delta capture, this means that deltas must be
inserted into the delta repository before the effects of the transaction that creates the
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changes are made available. Therefore, the deltas are immediately available when the
transaction commits.
In contrast, streams-based capture provides more architectural options for
implementation. For example, streams capture and apply processes can be enabled or
disabled at any time on different database tables. In comparison, the trigger capability can
only be globally disabled. Disabling triggers will halt the delta capture and apply
processes, as there is no intermediate enqueueing stage in the trigger implementation. A
disadvantage of streams-based capture is that latency must be considered. As Streams
monitors the redo logs for changes after they have been committed, deltas are not always
available in the delta repository when the transaction commits. Propagating deltas to
multiple Streams queues will also impose additional latency. To enable delta capture on
databases in an enterprise production environment, however, Streams is the preferred
choice, as much of the impact to the production database can be mitigated by offloading
the apply process to another database acting as the delta repository.

4

Process History Capture System

The deltas generated by a DEGS are forwarded to the Process History Capture System
(PHCS) of the DeltaGrid environment. The PHCS maintains information about the
execution of all processes in the environment. The PHCS also merges the deltas that
arrive from each DEGS and then uses the merged deltas to analyze data dependencies as
part of the failure recovery process. This section focuses on the architecture of the PHCS.
After providing a high-level overview of the components of the PHCS architecture, we
then address relevant storage issues for merging and accessing deltas. Discussion of the
theoretical aspects of read and write dependency analysis as well as algorithms for the
recovery of concurrent processes is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in
(Xiao, 2006; Xiao, Urban, and Liao 2006; Xiao, Urban, and Dietrich, 2006; Xiao and
Urban, 2007).

4.1 PHCS Architecture
The PHCS is composed of three layers: the data storage layer, the data access layer, and
the service layer, as shown in Figure 5. The data storage layer contains a delta repository
and a process runtime information repository. The delta repository stores deltas collected
from distributed sites as Java objects organized according to the delta structure presented
in the runtime layer of Figure 4. The process runtime information repository records
process execution context. The global delta object schedule of the data storage layer
orders DataChange objects from multiple DEGSs according to the time sequence in which
they have occurred. Since DataChange objects relate global process execution activities
with the delta values that they generate, the global delta object schedule serves as a
logging mechanism that reveals write dependencies among processes.
The data access layer contains three components: the deltaAccess interface to read
from and write to the delta repository, the processInfoAccess interface to access the
process runtime information repository, and the globalScheduleAccess interface for
creation and access of the global delta object schedule. The process execution engine
updates the process runtime information repository through the processInfoAccess
interface.
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The service layer receives and parses deltas sent through XML files, and provides an
interface for other DeltaGrid system components, such as the failure recovery system, to
access the process execution history. The service layer contains a delta receiver to accept
XML files with deltas from DEGSs and a parser to convert XML-format delta
information to Java objects. These objects are stored into the delta repository, and are
also used to build the global delta object schedule. The service layer also contains a
process history analyzer that provides access to process execution history. Three types of
information can be accessed through the process history analyzer: delta values, read/write
dependencies among concurrently executing processes, and process runtime context.

4.2 PHCS Data Storage Layer
The process execution history layer of Figure 4 provides a simplified view of the type of
context information that is maintained in the process runtime information repository. For
example, the execution history context records identifying information about each toplevel process as well as the start time, stop time, and execution status of each process.
Since each process can invoke multiple Grid Services, the context also stores similar
information about each service invocation, including the port type and operation name of
each Grid Service and the values and types of input and output messages (i.e., instances
of the Variable class in Figure 4). The process execution history model used in this
research is actually more complex than that shown in Figure 4, supporting nested
composite groups as well as the specification of compensating and contingent procedures.
The full details of the composition model and its corresponding runtime information
structure can be found in (Xiao, 2006; Xiao and Urban, 2006).
The structure of a delta stored in the delta repository of Figure 5 conforms to the
runtime delta object structure shown in Figure 4. The delta receiver of the PHCS can
process multiple delta files from distributed DEGSs simultaneously. Castor (Castor,
2005), an open source data binding framework, is used in the parser to translate the
XML-formatted delta information to a set of Java objects using a predefined mapping
file. After parsing the delta file, one thread is created to add the Java objects into the delta
repository. Another thread updates the global schedule with newly arrived deltas. The
object-oriented database db4o (db4objects, 2006) is used to store the process runtime
information and deltas.
The global delta object schedule reveals how distributed processes have interleaved
access to shared data in a service composition environment with relaxed atomicity and
isolation at the process level. The global delta object schedule forms a time-sequenced
log of the delta objects that have been generated by concurrently executing processes.
Each DataChange object associated with a delta contains a timestamp that provides the
basis for ordering deltas. DataChange objects also serve as a link to the delta values stored
in the delta repository. To assist online process failure recovery, the global schedule is
built as an in-memory data structure that orders DataChange objects by timestamp, with a
two-level index accelerating delta access through process and operation identifiers.
Figure 6 presents a conceptual view of the global schedule and its relationship to the
persistent delta repository and process runtime information repository. A global schedule
contains a list of Nodes ordered by timestamp from all active processes. Each Node
contains a className, objectId, and a propertyName, representing the data modified by a
specific operation as identified by a processId and an operationId.
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A time-sequence index is built to retrieve a Node through given process and operation
identifiers. The index establishes a one-to-one mapping between a Node and a processoperation pair that has made the modification represented by the Node. An entry of the
time-sequence index contains a processId, an operationId, a timestamp, and a sequence
number (seqNum) to internally differentiate multiple objects with the same timestamp.
The Node and TimeSequenceIndex together serve as a link to the delta repository. Node can
be used to access DeltaObject and DeltaProperty instances in the delta repository. The
TimeSequenceIndex points to a specific DataChange object. Thus, a Node and
TimeSequenceIndex can be used together to access a specific delta value.
When a process fails, the DeltaGrid system queries the global schedule about the
processes having write dependencies on the failed process without knowing the details of
the timestamp and internal sequence number. To answer this query, an operation index is
built on the top of the time-sequence index. An entry of the operation index contains a
processId and an operationId. From an operation index entry, all the time-sequence index
entries of the same processId and operationId can be retrieved, finding all of the objects
that have been modified by this given operation identified by the process-operation pair,
and all the interleaved modifications made by other processes during the execution
timeframe of the given operation. If only a processId is given, the PHCS can query the
process runtime information repository to find all the operations that belong to this
specific process. Then the process-operation pair can be used to retrieve information from
the global schedule. Specific algorithms for write dependency retrieval, read dependency
retrieval, and delta value retrieval are presented in (Xiao, 2006).
The implementation of the global schedule is based on the TreeMap data structure
provided by the Java API (Sun Microsystems, 2004). TreeMap is a red-black, tree-based
collection implementation that takes (key, value) pairs as entries, guarantees the constant
O(logN) time cost for containsKey, get, put, and remove operations (Sun Microsystems,
2004), and maintains order based on the key during insertion and deletion.

5

Evaluation

This section presents performance results for the global history construction time and the
global history retrieval time. The evaluation was performed using a WindowsXP
operating system with a Pentium IV processor, 1 GHz processing speed, and 768MB
RAM. The main metric of the evaluation is CPU-time. All values are presented in
milliseconds. This research uses a Java method, java.lang.System.currentTimeMillis(), to
capture the current CPU-time. The test results show the averages of five independent
experiment results. The full details of the evaluation can be found in (Xiao, 2006). In the
following, we summarize the main results.

5.1 Global History Construction Performance
The global history construction time tg has four components: delta parsing time tp, delta
storage time td, process/operation context storage time tc, and the global schedule
construction time ts, denoted as tg = (tp, td, tc, ts). The values for tp, td and ts are determined
by the amount of data vd to be processed at a specific time, which is represented by the
average size of a delta file sd and the number of concurrent delta files nd, denoted as vd =
sd * nd. Revising the above notation, we have tg (sd, nd) = (tp(sd, nd), td(sd, nd), tc, ts(sd, nd)).
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To measure the global history construction performance, we vary the workload in terms
of sd and nd. Since tc is only related to the number of processes/operations (independent of
sd and nd), varying sd and nd does not affect the tc. As a result, the impact of tc can be
ignored when we vary the load using sd and nd. Thus the global history construction
performance is measured as: tg (sd, nd) ≈ (tp (sd, nd), td (sd, nd), ts(sd, nd)), where tc is ignored.
We refer to tp, td, and ts as the performance indexes for the global history construction
evaluation.
The objective of the global history construction performance evaluation was to
determine how tp, td, and ts scale under different workloads represented by sd and nd. To
achieve these objectives, the delta parsing time, delta storage time, and the global
schedule construction time were collected under different workloads:
•

Varying the delta file size sd: 10k (each operation modifies 10 attributes of 5 objects)
and 100k (each operation modifies 10 attributes of 50 objects).

•

Varying the number of concurrent delta files nd. We tested how many delta files
request delta processing at a specific time. We also tested on two different ranges:
10~100 (medium), 100~1000 (large).

When the size of the delta file is small (10k), the global schedule construction time is
almost constant, even when the number of concurrent delta files increases. Using a larger
size of delta file (100k), the global schedule construction time linearly increases as the
number of concurrent processes grows. Figure 7 presents the PHCS index collected from
the settings sd * nd = 100k * 10~100. As the size of the data processing request grows, the
delta storage time covers the highest percentage of the total processing time. Thus the
delta storage can potentially be the bottleneck of the PHCS construction as the amount of
data to be processed increases.
Figure 8 further compares the performance index data collected under the same
workload but different settings: sd * nd = 10k * 100~1000, and sd * nd = 100k * 10~100.
The delta storage time under the 100k * 10~100 setting is only 4% higher than that under
the 10k * 100~1000 setting. Since the delta objects have already been parsed at storage
time, only the total amount of data matters instead of how the data are distributed in
different files. The delta parsing time of under the 10k * 100~1000 setting is 108.9%
higher than that under the 100k * 10~100 setting since partitioning data affects the
parsing performance. The overhead of opening/closing delta files makes parsing a large
number of delta files longer, although the total amount of data is the same. The global
schedule construction consumes 235.8% more time under the setting of 100k * 10~100
delta files. The reason is that a large delta file (more deltas generated by the same
operation) requires more time sequence indexes for the same operation, and the
operation-level index needs to be updated for each new time sequence index.
We also conducted experiments to determine the percentage distribution of
performance indexes under different settings: sd * nd = 10k * 10~100, sd * nd = 10k *
100~1000, and sd * nd = 100k * 10~100. We discovered that as the size of the data request
grows, the global schedule construction remains the smallest percentage in the total
PHCS construction time. Figure 9 shows the figures for sd * nd = 100k * 10~100. This
further confirms the good scalability of the global schedule construction algorithm.
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5.2 Global History Retrieval Performance
The global history retrieval time has two aspects: read dependency retrieval time and
write dependency retrieval time. Based on the implementation of the PHCS interfaces
described in the previous section, the read and write dependency retrieval time might be
affected by the number of concurrent processes n and a process’s distribution over
DEGSs. A process’s distribution over DEGSs refers to which DEGSs provide operations
to compose a given process. An operation can be read/write dependent on another
operation only when both operations execute on the same DEGS. As an extreme case, if
multiple processes distribute over DEGSs sparsely enough that each operation is
executed on different DEGSs, no read/write dependency exists between these
concurrently executing processes. Through evaluation, we want to identify whether a
process’s distribution over DEGSs affects the global history retrieval performance or not.
The read dependency evaluation was conducted at different loads:
•

Varying the number of concurrent processes (n): 10~100 (medium), 100~1000
(large).

•

Varying a process’s distribution over DEGSs: 5 DEGSs (dense), 50 (sparse).

As a result of these experiments, we discovered that the read dependency retrieval
demonstrates linear increase as the number of concurrent processes grows. Using linear
fitting under large concurrency, the processing time under sparse distribution (over 50
DEGSs) is actually 19% less than the processing time required for dense distribution
(over 5 DEGSs).
We also evaluated write dependency retrieval time under different loads. We retrieve
operation level write dependency with a medium or large number of concurrent processes.
Each process contains ten service operations performed at distributed sites. Since write
dependency is tracked through write activity on objects, we want to determine if an
operation’s distribution over objects affects the performance of the write dependency
retrieval. So the write dependency retrieval is conducted under different workloads
represented by:
•

Varying the number of concurrent processes: 10~100 (medium), 100~1000 (large).

•

Varying an operation’s distribution over objects: 100 objects (dense), 1000 objects
(sparse).

Figures 10 and 11 show the results under different settings. The density of an
operation’s distribution over objects does not affect the performance of write dependency
retrieval. Although write dependency is tracked through write activities on objects, write
dependency is derived through scanning the nodes in the global schedule, which is not
affected by exactly which object is written by an operation.
The result shows an exponential increase of operation level write dependency
retrieval time when the number of concurrent processes increases. The write dependency
retrieval time increases rapidly when the number of concurrent processes is greater than
700. An optimization that we implemented was to segment the global schedule into
several sub-schedules and perform write dependency retrieval on these sub-schedules
concurrently. Results from the sub-schedules were merged to form the final set of write
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dependent operations. The optimized write dependency retrieval demonstrates linear
behavior, as shown in Figure 11, by segmenting the global schedule.

6 Summary and Conclusions
This paper has presented an approach for using incremental data changes known as deltas
to dynamically discover data dependencies among concurrent processes that execute over
autonomous Grid Services. Implementation techniques for Delta-Enabled Grid Services
have been defined, creating delta capture capabilities that provide a way for data changes
caused by Grid Service execution to be generated as a stream of information to a process
history capture system. We have presented storage and indexing techniques for merging
deltas from multiple DEGS to create a time-sequenced schedule of data changes that can
then be analyzed to determine data dependencies. We have used the data dependency
analysis in our research to demonstrate how knowledge of data dependencies can be used
to enhance techniques for handling process failure and recovery (Xiao, 2006; Xiao and
Urban, 2007).
As a result of our performance analysis, we discovered several implementation issues
that require optimization in our future research, such as 1) forwarding large amounts of
deltas to a centralized site increases the PHCS delta parsing and storage time, 2) deltas
stored at local sites and centralized PHCS may not be synchronized, and 3) large amounts
of deltas can produce a large global schedule that can degrade write dependency retrieval
performance. These evaluation results motivate our current research directions with a
distributed PHCS design in which each DEGS has an active PHCS agent to capture local
history and dependency information. PHCS agents then communicate in a peer-to-peer
mode to share information about data dependencies. Specific research issues to explore
include 1) the communication protocols between active agents, 2) the construction of
global dependency information based on distributed local dependencies, and 3) a
performance comparison of the distributed PHCS versus the centralized PHCS.
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Figure 9. PHCS Performance Index Distribution (sd=100K, nd=10~100)
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